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About these pages
Interacting with nearly 100 voters gave us great insight about
the information challenges for people at the low end of
engagement, and ideas for improving the experience of
preparing to vote that regular and avid voters have.
We used that data to create a version of a voter guide that
incorporates all of our recommendations. Thiese pages are
annotated with the guidelines they illustrate, and some of
research evidence for the design approach.
There are certainly other approaches to take. Alternative layouts
will likely work well, too. We’ve included some examples at the
end of this document.
See the main report for a detailed discussion of our findings and
printable pages of the prototype guide at
http://civicdesign.org/projects/how-voters-get-information/

Guidelines
 Include the right information at the appropriate
level of detail
 Organize information for progressive disclosure
 Present information so it is easy to read and
understand
 Personalize information for the voter
 Close civic literacy gaps through structure and
content

Cover
Guidelines
• Make the cover a useful part of the
guide.
• Put the polling place on the front
cover.
• Use visual elements to make
sections easy to see.
• Be clear when information is for the
whole county and when it is
personalized.
Research evidence
• New and infrequent voters expected
to find their polling place on the
front cover.
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Letter from the Election Office
Guidelines
• Add a “signature” so voters know
the source.
• Start with the overview or key
details, then link to more details or
exceptions.
• Organize the booklet to help voters
see both overview and details.
Research evidence
• Participants appreciated knowing
who is in charge of elections.
• Regular voters used this page as a
summary and to check for anything
new.
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Table of Contents
Guidelines
• Include a table of contents.
• Make it easy to find both
information about the ballot and
about how, when, and where to
vote.
• Organize the booklet to help voters
see both overview and details.
• Write headings as questions or
active instructions.
Research evidence
• Participants sought out and actively
used the table of contents.
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Voter Bill of Rights
Guidelines
• Tell voters their rights.
• Use plain language.
• Write for low literacy and people
reading English as a second
language.
• Define elections terms.
• Make the information visual.
Research evidence
• Participants insisted that it be near
the beginning of the guide.
• The current text is difficult to read,
so our recommendations include
simpler language.
• Icons identify contact options.
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3 ways to vote
('Chapter' opening page)
Guidelines
• Organize information by activity or
task.
• Write headings as questions or
active instructions.
• Start with the overview or key
details, then link to more details or
exceptions.
• Use visual elements to make
sections easy to see.
• Present information so it is easy to
read and understand.
Research evidence
• This page is the "snack" or
summary.
• Showing all three ways to vote on
one page helped separate them.
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How to vote by mail
Guidelines
• Organize information by activity or
task.
• Make each page a single clear topic.
• Present information so it is easy to
read and understand.
• Design the pages for visual
orientation and differentiation.
• Be consistent.
Research evidence
• This page is the "meal" or details.
• Participants wanted all of the
details for each task in one place.
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How to vote early in person
Guidelines
• Organize information by activity or
task.
• Make each page a single clear topic.
• Make the information visual.
• Design the pages for visual
orientation and differentiation.
Research evidence
• This page is the "meal" or details.
• The map emphasizes an important
feature of early voting,
differentiating it from the other
ways to vote.
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How to vote in person at the
polling place
Guidelines
• Organize information by activity or
task.
• Present information so it is easy to
read and understand.
• Make the information visual.
• Write for low literacy and people
reading English as a second
language.
Research evidence
• This page is the "meal" or details.
• It focuses on the overall process,
rather than how to mark the ballot
because those instructions are on
the sample ballot.
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Accessibility and language
voting assistance
Guidelines
• Write for low literacy and people
reading English as a second
language.
• Make each page a single clear topic.
• Tell voters their rights.
• Make the availability of languages
visible in all versions.

Research evidence
• This page includes all information
about voting assistance for
accessibility and languages. In
doing so, it avoids forcing voters to
make choices about what kinds of
help they need.
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What's on the ballot
('Chapter' opening page)
Guidelines
• Connect the county and state
guides so voters know where to find
information.
• Use visual elements to make
sections easy to see.
• Design the pages for visual
orientation and differentiation.
• Start with the overview or key
details, then link to more details or
exceptions.
Research evidence
• Participants often recognized the
familiar state guide, and did not
know the difference between the
state and county booklets.
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Who is running for office?
Guidelines
• Make it easy to learn about and
compare candidates.
• Define elections terms.
• Write headings as questions or
active instructions.
• Present information so it is easy to
read and understand.
• Make the information visual.
Research evidence
• Participants liked the structured
information about candidates.
• They wanted to know what local
officials do.
There are alternative layouts at the end of this file.
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Paid candidate statements
Guidelines
• Make it easy to learn about and
compare candidates.
• Add a “signature” so voters know
the source.
Research evidence
• Participants wanted to know who
wrote the statements and why not
all candidates were included.
•

This layout uses the same size text
for the candidate statements as for
the rest of the guide.

There are alternative layouts at the end of this file.
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Local ballot measure
(Overview page)
Guidelines
• Help voters know how ballot
measures will affect them.
• Organize the booklet to help voters
see both overview and details.
• Present information so it is easy to
read and understand.
• Write for low literacy and people
reading English as a second language.
Research evidence
• Participants struggled to read the
summaries and Yes/No explanations.
• This page is a quick overview with
Summary, Yes/No, For/Against and
names of proponents of each side.
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Local ballot measures
(arguments and replies)
Guidelines
• Help voters know how ballot
measures will affect them.
• Be consistent.

Research evidence
• Participants needed the consistent
heading to connect multiple pages
for a single measure.
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Local ballot measures
(analysis and text)
Guidelines
• Help voters know how ballot
measures will affect them.
• Be consistent.
• Write for low literacy and people
reading English as a second
language.
• Define elections terms.
• Add a “signature” so voters know
the source.
• Use plain language.
Research evidence
• The analysis and tax rate statements
were difficult for many to read.
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Practice ballot
Guidelines
• Present sample ballots so voters
understand what they are.
• Be clear when the sample ballot is
an exact sample, and when it’s just
“similar.”
Research evidence
• Without a heading or instructions,
the sample ballots confused many
new voters.
• The heading "practice ballot"
worked better than "sample ballot."
• The sample ballot worked better at
the end of the section than at the
beginning.
There are alternative layouts at the end of this file.
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How to update your voter
information
Guidelines
• Tell voters their rights.
• Organize information by activity or
task.
Research evidence
• Participants were confused by
multiple forms.
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Update voter information form
Guidelines
• Make any update or registration
form look official.

Research evidence
• Participants asked how they could
see their current voter information.
• They did not want to mail a postcard
form with personal information
exposed.
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Back cover
Guidelines
• Make the cover a useful part of the
guide.
• Use visual elements to make
sections easy to see.
Research evidence
• With the mailing and voter details
on the front cover, the back cover is
available for notices, contact details,
and other information, giving them
a consistent location.
If experienced voters read only the 4
covers, they would have all of the
'how to vote' information they need.
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Candidates overview
(alternatives)
•
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This version of the candidates
overview gives more room to each
candidate by widening the columns
and only including three candidates
on each page.

Candidates overview
(alternatives)
•
•
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This version puts two contests on a
page, each clearly separated.
Alternating colors are used to
separate different sections of the
structured candidate statements.

Paid candidate statements
(alternative)
•
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This version puts 4 statements on
each page, with smaller text.

Practice Ballot - Variations
Top
• 90% sized optical scan paper ballot
spread across two pages, with
instructions at the top of the page
in normal reading layout.
Bottom
• 100% sized optical scan paper
ballot spread across two pages, with
instructions above the ballot, in the
same orientation.
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